FILMS

(LOBOS SUCIOS)

Director Simón Casal de Miguel
Producers Juan de Dios Serrano, John
Engel, Jordi Mendieta Screenwriters
Carmen Abarca, Paula Cons, Felipe
Rodríguez Cinematographer Sergi
Gallardo Editor Jordi López Cast Marian
Álvarez, Manuela Vellés, Pierre Kiwitt
Print Source Latido Films
In Spanish and German with English
subtitles ~ Under ancient yew trees in the
Nazi-controlled tungsten mines of northwest Spain, a single mother decides to fight
someone else’s war—and ends up risking everything. Known mockingly as “The
Widow,” Manuela was abandoned by her
baby’s father and now works processing the
wolfram (aka tungsten) that the Germans
will use to tear through Allied flesh. But it
turns out there is more than just the wolf of
poverty to keep from the door as Manuela
comes to realize that—unlike her country—
she cannot remain neutral in a time of war.
In a thrilling first feature inspired by actual
events, director Simón Casal de Miguel imbues the unrelenting grayness of the Galician countryside with a mysticism as old as
the twisting yews and howling wolves that
roam beneath them. And in Marian Álvarez’s
steely, nuanced Manuela, along with the
terrific supporting cast, he has mined rich
and subtle talent. WORLD PREMIERE
—Lucy Laird

Directors Amir Soltani, Chihiro Wimbush
Producer/Screenwriter Amir Soltani
Cinematographer Chihiro Wimbush
Editor Manuel Tsingaris Print Source Amir
Soltani
We’ve all woken up to the late-night
clanking of bottles and cans while a stranger
rummages through our recycling. Once we
drift back to sleep, these mysterious men
and women continue their long journey toward survival. Dogtown Redemption captures the fascinating faces and sturdy souls
of Oakland recyclers, including a former
punk rocker and a misplaced minister, who
often cover over 10 miles of city streets as
they haul hundreds of pounds of recyclables
for a modest payout. By focusing on the dramatic personal plights of these hardworking
individuals, the film also raises intriguing
questions about the socioeconomic reality of West Oakland. For example, does a
for-profit recycling center in the heart of a
low-income area help or hurt the community? Are these recyclers empowered or exploited? Filmmakers Amir Soltani and Chihiro Wimbush combine intimate interviews
and powerful all-access footage to craft
an intensely honest, and sometimes hopeful, portrait of society’s forgotten people.
WORLD PREMIERE
—Brendan Peterson

Director/Screenwriter Kenton Hall
Producers Alexzandra Jackson, Kenton
Hall Cinematographer Geoffrey Gilson
Editors Geoffrey Gilson, Kenton Hall Cast
Scarlet Hall, Hero Hall, Colin Baker, Ewen
MacIntosh, Sarah Warren, Kenton Hall
Print Source Monkey Basket Films
Twelve-year-old Leicester twins Daisy
and Maisie McCormack take advantage
of an opportunity to make a movie about
their lives, bringing the “crazy” people
they know—parents, friends (and enemies),
teachers, and even the local shopkeeper—
along for the ride. There’s drama (and plenty
of laughs) in the smallest matter for these
girls, but their sometimes silly yet wise dad
keeps them safely grounded through victory and adversity. Whether it’s a bike chase
with bullies in pursuit, navigating their way
through a series of their mum’s baffling
boyfriends, or imagining themselves at the
center of a heist, Maisie and Daisy face every challenge with wry pre-teen bemusement. Director, screenwriter, co-producer,
and co-editor Kenton Hall audaciously casts
himself alongside his daughters, Scarlet
and Hero, but this inventive family film is no
vanity project. The McCormacks emanate
heartfelt affection, which enables comedic
turns, mutual bewilderment, understanding, and emotional truth. Ages 11+
—Roberta McNair
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Director David Swope

After serving eight years in San Quentin, Ronnie Goldman found redemption and solace
through the creation of art, which he now donates to homeless charities.
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